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Annotaton
Project of the realizaton the world's frst blockchain investment fnancial product
(derivatve POLYMERIUM (PLM)) combines advanced technology in the feld of Finance and
industrial producton for the engine, transmission and other oils, also autochemistry.
POLYMERIUM's oils have one of the best performance in the world, with price being
acceptable to most of clients. POLYMERIUM products

quality meets or even surpasses more

expensive compettors. The brand successfully exists since 2015.
POLYMERIUM is the developments in the feld of producton of motor oils, as well as
marketng and sales. Additonal funding will allow us to expand more than 200 mini-productons
on the franchise system around the world in just 3-5 years.
Anyone who fts our requirements, will be able to create his own producton of motor oils
in their country. Due to this, we get rid of the cost of logistcs, customs, etc.
Decentralized direct investments will be made through the purchase of the opton
POLYMERIUM. (tokens PLM).

The funds raised will go:
1.At the launch of franchising program for the opening of mini-factories around the world
for the improvement of our own producton.
2.For the development of a system of protecton against forgery/counterfeit products on
blockchain technology (the ArmPack system has already working for 2 years in a simple form, and
protects the POLYMERIUM's products).
3. If the collected investment will exceed that required to accomplish the frst two
objectves, then we will build the logistcs centre in Russia and the factory in China.
POLYMERIUM Tokens will be running on the ETHEREUM platorm, ERC20 standard.
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Defnitons
Underlying asset (underlying asset) – the asset on which the fnancial derivatve is
based(opton). In our case it is the Polymerium's products (motor oils). Motor oils and
POLYMERIUM (PLM) derivatve.
Motor oil is the company's product, engine oil of the highest quality and the other
autochemistry. The Derivatve is a contract, which the partes enttled and/or undertake to
perform certain actons in respect of the underlying asset. This contract is an agreement between
two partes by which they undertake or acquire the right to deliver the underlying asset in a fxed
period at an agreed price.
Derivatve POLYMERIUM (PLM) Derivatve is an optonal contract for the sale of company's
products(Motor oils and ArmPack license) in the form of an intangible asset POLYMERIUM (PLM)
includes the opton (put-opton) to repurchase the POLYMERIUM (PLM) to set period at an agreed
price. The crypto-economy is the socio-economic relatons in the digital society that focus on
interactons using network protocols. The main areas included in the study area cryptoeconomy
are: cryptographic token (crypto-currencies), digital assets; decentralized systems of social security
and crowdfunding; decentralized management system; self-executng smart contracts; markets;
commerce computng resources; online trust and reputaton systems;algorithms for consensus;
and so on.
A binary opton is a type of a derivatve; a contract of sale of the underlying asset (in our
case is POLYMERIUM (PLM)) at which the opton buyer obtains the right to make selling this asset
at a predetermined price in a certain contract tme in the future.
The Inital Coin Ofering or the ICO is a way to atract capital by means of cryptoinvestment in the project (including cryptocurrency).

Introducton. Brief descripton of the project
In the global economy, the demand for motor and other oils are very high. Achievements
and own technological solutons allow the POLYMERIUM company to produce oils and technical
liquids with the quality superior to all analogues in the low to medium price ranges. The quality is
comparable with more expensive products and with a lower price it creates a large demand.
Experience and new technological solutons allow the POLYMERIUM company's specialists
to start a mini-producton anywhere in the world, at a cost of 50-60 tmes lower than in the
constructon and organizaton of similar productons. The only diference is the volumes of
producton, mini producton cannot produce the same volumes as a major producton. We intend
to build a network of several major own producton factories and develop a network of miniindustries around the world. For the constructon of the average producton need about 500,000800,000 $. (output of the fnished product-up to 4,000 tons per year). The constructon of largescale producton with capacity of up to 40.000 - 50.000 tons of fnished products per year about
5.000.000 $. According to our technology we can create franchised mini-producton with
investments for the constructon and launch of up to 800.000$, with output up to 4,000 tons of
fnished products per year(with the possibility of expansion up to 15,000 tons per year). miniproductons with excellent quality products will be able to ofer direct deliveries to customers and
stores in local markets without intermediaries and to give the best price on the products by
reducing costs for logistcs and marketng. from Each mini-producton by franchise, we will get
some percents from sales. In the future, with the development of cryptocurrency, in countries
where it is legal, our products can be bought by cryptocurrency and it will be partcularly benefcial
to buy our products by POLYMERIUM tokens(including wholesale purchases).
All products will be protected with a protecton system against forgery ARMPACK based on
blockchain technology. Also this technology will be used by other brands in all areas where it is
need (pharmacy, food supply, electronics, sofware). The advanced technology will optmize to
perform logistc tasks of the manufacturers, code on the product will helps to track the movement
from producton to retail outlet.

Introducton. The market of motor oils and autochemistry. A mini-producton.
There is a huge demand for lubricants(engine, transmission, hydraulic oils) and other chemicals in
the world today.
There are a huge number of consumers of oils ranging from private cars and commercial auto
parks to large factories, where used hydraulic/technical and other oils. Only In Russia , with a
populaton of more than 140.000.000 people is used about 6 million tons of motor oils per year.
In a country like China, this fgure is 7-10 tmes more. Global brands such as: Shell, Mobil, Castrol
and others is represented on the markets of many countries . They have their downsides, for
example - the fnal price to the buyer and an abundance of fakes.
The cost of producton of these brands can not be the lowest because companies have huge
expenses of maintaining large number of staf,expenses for marketng and advertsing, also an
extensive and mult-level network of mediators. Based on this the fnal price for their products is
signifcantly higher than, for example, for POLYMERIUM products, at the same tme, the quality of
our products is not worse.
In additon to the big brands on the market there are more local players, but at the expense old
technology, poor marketng, low quality products they are far behind and have no opportunites
for development and modernisaton, their buyer becomes only one small part of the buyers, who
do not think about the quality, but relies only on the cheapest price tag.
The largest percentage of sales is the middle segment, where quality and price comparable. Buyers
in this segment are willing to pay for a set qualites, such as: "good quality, good price, good
brand". Producing products we are rely on those qualites that gives us steady growth and new
customers, and expansion of geography of sales.
We note the interest in our products among consumers from other countries. Importers from
South Korea, the United Arab Emirates, China,Germany and other European countries are
interested in our products. The only thing that stops us in our development is the shortage of
funds to meet the growing demand. This problem can be solved by creatng a franchise of minifactories and by constructng our own producton in the major markets such as China.
The concept of the development of mini-industries is unique, so we will be the frst who
implements this project. Due to this, we will take a big part local markets all over the world.

"Franchising is" a system of replicaton of the business model, which allows in a short tme to
develop business in other countries. The franchisor is the head company who helps to create
efectve and proven business model at the territory of Franchisee (the buyer of the business
model that use it on their territory), and helps to train the staf of the franchisee and to transfer
the necessary technology and equipment, to provide marketng and other support.

With the franchising system it is possible to run more than 30-50 local factories around the world
throughout the year. The total number of mini-plants may be more 500-600. We are ready to
open more than 20 to 50 franchisees Only in Russia and China.
Estmates and projectons is based on our real experience, just in a few years we has launched
more than 100 franchises of the company mmoyka.ru in several countries and sold the company
to investors. Afer that we have created POLYMERIUM company.
The market of car motors oils is not more than 38% of the total of oil market, there are many
other technical oils.

The development of the electric cars is not threatened by the fall of the motor oils sales. The
process of displacement of the traditonal internal combuston engine will take at least 50 years.
Technical oils will also be in demand in 50 years, their use is not limited to
cars. To change motor oils produced from oil and gas will come fully synthetc oil.
The advantage of the POLYMERIUM's mini-productons would also be the easy optmizaton for
the producton of other products of household chemicals, cleaning agents, etc.
Our mini-factories in 2022-2023 years will have a total turnover around the world of more
1.000.000 $ per year.

The system of protecton against forgery based on blockchain technology.
There is a huge problem with counterfeit products in the world. It can be anything from cans of oil
to mobile phones, clothes. When we have started the producton we knew about this problem.
Immediately with the start of producton we has developed our system of protecton against
forgery and called it ARMPACK. It is a simple code or QR-code placed on the back of the canister
under a scratch-layer. Buyer can erase this layer and enter the code on the website or into the
mobile app. Code checked by the database and the system gives informaton to the buyer: when
the product was produced,have the code been introduced previously, and most importantly —the
product is original or not. Each code is one-of and unique. Systems like ours have already exist,
but they all have their shortcomings: insecurity, failures and, of course, is a centralized database.

The implementaton of this system of protecton from forgery into decentralized technologies of
blockchain will allow us to create a system that will store individual tokens (codes) for each unit of
any product. The buyer will always be able to check the informaton about product. The system

will automatcally record the desired informaton in corresponding block when the code will
verifcated, for example: date of validaton, IP-address of auditors and any other informaton you
need. The buyer will see the informaton originally recorded in the block, for example - the batch
number, the country/region from which the product was shipped, etc.
The system itself can be used as a lotery for buyers as a marketng tool to increase sales. In a
partcular block will be writen the winning token. The guarantee of immutability will be supported
by the all members of the ARMPACK system.
Also ARMPAC can be applied in other areas, for example in logistcs.

With the help of an advertsing campaign to atract potental franchisees, we can run about 30-50
mini-industries around the world. The basic costs for real estate, equipment, stocks of raw
materials to producton is on our franchisees. In turn, we provide the experience, full support at
constructon and organizaton of producton, commissioning of the equipment and of course
successful launch of sales in the local market. Throughout the work we teach our franchisees at
sales and manufacturing technologies, introduce new products and improve the old.

Also franchisees will get low prices for raw materials and direct supplies. When self-organizaton of
mini-producton of motor oils it is impossible to lucratve contracts for the supply of the necessary
raw materials and have to work through intermediaries rather than directly with factories for the
producton of additves, base oils and other components. We also help to exclude any mistakes in
the start of producton, in fact, we impart all the necessary expertse and assistance of our experts.
Each franchisee will pay a percentage of sales, from 2% to 5% depends on the country and
conditons of the contract. From our side we will control the quality of all products by sample
receipt from producton( also from stores) for tests, analyses, and comparisons. In the case of
failure from our technology and\or quality the agreement with such franchisee will be terminated.
Legal aspects of the contract will not allow franchisees to change the brand and produce products
under other names, and it will be impossible to avoid paying royaltes (monthly payment for use
the franchise).
If we will have 200 small factories around the world the estmated revenue from payments of our
franchisees will reach more than 50.000.000 $ in a year. (Excluding the supply of raw materials for
each franchisee).

The stages of the plant constructon. Pricing strategy

The Cyprus holding company will provide a loan in the amount of investment in optons
POLYMERIUM (PLM) to Russian legal entty,that will implement consistently all stages of
constructon. Next steps for the implementaton of the constructon of producton can be divided
into 3 main stages.

In order to comply the principles of openness and transparency during all stages of the project to
investors will be webcast the progress of constructon with the help of online cameras. They
specially will be posted on the constructon, in the future on producton.

The main product is motor oil. We use our own knowledge and technological equipment, which
allows to obtain a cheaper product, the quality is not inferior to more expensive counterparts.

In the Russia's or China's domestc market products will be sold at cost at 10-30% lower than the
counterparts. This will give the interest from potental consumers, which are private retail
customers, small, medium and large
companies with a large feet and special equipment. Low cost is also achieved by the absence of
large number of intermediaries between producton and consumer.

Franchised mini-productons will be a serious competton to brands at their local markets, the
benefts of the product will be: quality, low price,proximity to customers and transparency of the
company, brand. Franchised mini-productons will have access to the raw materials at the lowest
cost at the expense of deliveries from the Central warehouse of the company. Mini-productons
can't provide for themselves of raw materials and will depend on the Central company that
provides economic security for franchisor.

Summary of the project. The economic component.

This project involves crowdfunding investments in derivatve POLYMERIUM (PLM), which is
implemented in the form of a fnancial instrument on the blockchain-ETHEREUM platorm and
provided by goods producton of motor and other oils, also by the ARMPACK system.

The basic four phases of the project are: "raising funds (ICO)", "Producton", " startup the system
of protecton against forgery and franchising campaign and "repurchase" and start of distributon
of 30% of the company's profts each month to the holders of tokens.

Time-line of the project (Fig. 1) stages:
1 stage "raising funds (ICO)" December 2017. Holding the ICO for the acquisiton of optons
POLYMERIUM (PLM) using the United States dollar (USD), bitcoin (BTC) and other
cryptocurrencies. In the early days of the ICO stock optons will be sold with a discount of 20%
from the current (base) value of POLYMERIUM (PLM) token. Then,the opton's price will be to
grow uniformly.
All issued PLM tokens will be divided into 10 parts and each part will be sold in 15 days (the
beginning of next part will be afer the current tokens will be ending or when reaching the tme
limit of 15 days). All unsold tokens will be automatcally destroyed.
From December 1 will be started 5 stages. The next 5 stages will be launched on 25 June 2018,
when the company will complete the constructon of the plant, and the development of ARMPACK
system.
1. First stage -20% discount
2. Second stage -10% discount
3. Third stage-6% discount
4. Fourth stage- 4%discount
5. Fifh stage -2% discount
6. 6-7-8-9-10 stages-no discount, the price will be comparable with stocks.
The cost of 1 PLM token is $ 10. 1.500.000 tokens has been released.
At the expense of the raised funds the ICO will be the formaton of the investment budget for the
plant expansion and constructon of new plants for the franchise system in the world, as well as to
start the system of protecton from forgery ARMPACK.

Stage 2 "Producton". March 2018. Acquisiton of land in Moscow region, Russia.
March - June 2018.The Constructon of buildings and manufacturing of industrial equipment for
the plant.
June - July 2018. Commissioning of equipment and start of new producton.
A July 2018. Launch of the frst sales and shipments of fnished products from the new producton.

Step 3 "The system of protecton against forgery and running a franchising company," March June 2018. Will be launched the frst version of the system of protecton against forgery and
applied to products of POYMERIUM company and to other products of various companies which
have shown interest in the development. Startng a franchise company to atract franchisees from
around the world to open a mini-productons on the territory of other countries.
Stage 4. "Buyback". August 2018. The Buyback of POLYMERIUM(PLM) optons at the equivalent
of not less than 30% of the company's monthly proft . Investors will also receive the right to
exchange POLYMERIUM (PLM) for the corresponding amount of product. Additonally, investors
will be ofered exchange POLYMERIUM (PLM) optons for shares of the company in the case of the
IPO in 2019-21 year.
30% of the company's monthly proft will be distributed between the PLM tokens holders.The
remaining funds will be directed to the development of the company.
The main goals of crowd-investments in POLYMERIUM opton: for investors is to purchase of
opton with a yield of 8-15%; POLYMERIUM (PLM) optons are provided by real goods, and in case
of currency fuctuatons PLM will be "protected" by the cost of the products; for the community –
is the formaton of a new producton with using the blockchain technology to protect products
from forgery, the development and using of a new fnancial instrument and decentralized
fnancing of real producton(for the frst tme in the world). The network of worldwide miniproductons will relieve consumers from the margins of intermediaries. Key performance
indicators of the POLYMERIUM project is presented in table.1:

The main income of the producton will be received from the sale of motor oils, gear oils, hydraulic
oils and other autochemical products in the future also products for car care, cleaning, etc. Annual
proftability for all products in aggregate is more than 300%. (before tax).

The main income from the ARMPACK system will be received from the client's connectng to the
ability to create protectve unique tokens for their products. The cost of one token will be from 1
to 5 cents (approximately). Also there are other monetzaton optons, such as monthly/annual
subscripton. The proftability of the system depends on the number of companies who will use

the service.
The proftability of the franchise company depends on the success of the brand and main
producton. If we will show excellent growth dynamic as it is now, if we will develop around the
world, if we will atract investments and integrate technologies such as the blockchain to this
sector — the interest from potental franchise buyers we will be high enough.

With the help of an advertsing campaign we can prepare about 30-50 mini-industries around the
world. Major expenditures for property, equipment, stocks of raw materials for producton is
borne by our franchisees. In turn we provide our experience, full support and assistance in the
constructon and organizaton of producton, installaton of equipment, and of course the
successful launch of products in the local market. Throughout the work we train our franchisees in
sales and manufacturing technologies, implement new technologies and improve the old ones.
Also franchisees will get the lower prices for raw materials and direct supplies. We also exclude
any mistakes in the start of producton, we transfer all our necessary experience.
Each franchisee will pay a percentage of sales, from 2% to 5% depends on the country and
conditons of the contract. From our side we will control the quality of all products by sample
receipt from producton( also from stores) for tests, analyses, and comparisons. In the case of
failure from our technology and\or quality the agreement with such franchisee will be terminated.
Legal aspects of the contract will not allow franchisees to change the brand and produce products
under other names, and it will be impossible to avoid paying royaltes (monthly payment for use
the franchise).

If we will have 200 small factories around the world the estmated revenue from payments of our
franchisees will reach more than 50.000.000 $ in a year. (Excluding the supply of raw materials for
each franchisee).

Stages of the plant constructon
Pricing strategy
The Cyprus holdings company will provide a loan in the amount of investment in
POLYMERIUM(PLM) optons to the Russian legal entty that will implement all the sequence of the
stages of constructon. Next steps for the implementaton the constructon of producton can be
divided into 3 main stages.
In order to comply with the principles of openness and transparency for investors during all stages
the implementaton of the project will be provided stream the progress of constructon of plant
with the help of online cameras. They specifcally will be posted on the constructon and on the
producton in the future.

The main product is motor oils.
We use own innovatons and technological equipment to get the beter product with the quality is
not inferior to more expensive counterparts.
In the domestc market of Russia or in China products will be sold at cost at 10-30% lower than the
counterparts. This will give the interest from potental consumers, who are private retail's
customers or small, medium and large companies with a large feet of automotve and special
equipment.
Low cost is also achieved due to the absence of large number of intermediaries between
producton and consumer.
Franchise mini-productons will be a serious competton to brands at their local areas, the
benefts of the Polymerium's franchises will be: quality, low price, proximity to customers and
transparency of the company, global brand. Franchise will receive access to raw materials at the
lowest cost, due the supply with the Central warehouse of the company. A mini-producton can't
provide for themselves by raw materials and would depend on the parent company that provides
economic security for the franchisor.
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POLYMERIUM(PLM) optons to the Russian legal entty that will implement all the sequence of the
stages of constructon. Next steps for the implementaton the constructon of producton can be
divided into 3 main stages.
In order to comply with the principles of openness and transparency for investors during all stages
the implementaton of the project will be provided stream the progress of constructon of plant
with the help of online cameras. They specifcally will be posted on the constructon and on the
producton in the future.
The main product is motor oils.
We use own innovatons and technological equipment to get the beter product with the quality is
not inferior to more expensive counterparts.
In the domestc market of Russia or in China products will be sold at cost at 10-30% lower than the
counterparts. This will give the interest from potental consumers, who are private retail's
customers or small, medium and large companies with a large feet of automotve and special
equipment.
Low cost is also achieved due to the absence of large number of intermediaries between
producton and consumer.
Franchise mini-productons will be a serious competton to brands at their local areas, the
benefts of the Polymerium's franchises will be: quality, low price, proximity to customers and
transparency of the company, global brand. Franchise will receive access to raw materials at the
lowest cost, due the supply with the Central warehouse of the company. A mini-producton can't
provide for themselves by raw materials and would depend on the parent company that provides
economic security for the franchisor.

Summary of the project. The team of the project.
The project team consists primarily of successful entrepreneurs and of product developers,

chemists-technologists, programmers. Experience and skills obtained in previously launched
projects, allow investors to be confdent in the success of the POLYMERIUM project and that the
price of tokens PLM will contnue to grow.
Now the project exists not only on paper, as most of the ICO projects , but also it is a real
operatng business with steady growth.
The POLYMERIUM project has already received ofers from private investors amountng to more
than 5.000.000 $, but we are not satsfed with the dependence from the investors and the
investor's part in company more than 50%. Line of credit banks do not allow to obtain the
necessary loans without security deposit that should exceed the loan amount by almost 2 tmes.
Based on this we decided to do the ICO.
Investors will receive a number of signifcant advantages and fnancial security of their
investments with investng to existng producton facilites with strong and experienced team. Also
the security of the ICO provided by the using the investments of all sizes: if in the results of the
ICO will be collected the amount for example, 3.000.000 $, then we can supplement the budget of
the project due to the private investor with small share and by own funds.. In sum, these funds will
be enough for the implementaton of the project.
The minimum amount of fees is 500.000 $. This will be enough for the constructon of the frst
mini-producton (working factory for demonstraton to potental franchisees) and the
development of a system for ARMPACK based on blockchain technology.
By all accounts the project is very reliable.
Investor partcipaton in the project involves the purchase of POLYMERIUM (PLM) derivatves,
which is implemented as a fnancial instrument on the blockchain - ETHEREUM platorm.
In turn POLYMERIUM (PLM) provided by the producton – motor oils and other oils and chemical
products. The POLYMERIUM (PLM) optons sell will take place in the framework of the ICO (on the
1st stage of the project in December 2017).

The acquisiton of the POLYMERIUM (PLM) optons can be carried out using the United States
dollars, bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. A more detailed descripton of the terms of the
investment in POLYMERIUM (PLM) optons is presented in the personal account on the website of
the project plmico.com.

